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Synopses 3EFFECT OF FIRM VARIABLES ON PATENT PRICE
Shyam SREEKUMARAN NAIR, Mary MATHEW and Dipanjan NAGThe decision to patent a technology is
a difficult one to make for any organisation.
The expected value that the patent might
deliver in the market is an important factor
that impacts this judgement. Earlier
researchers have suggested that patent prices
are better indicators of the value of a patent.
However, the lack of public data on pricing
has prevented research on understanding the
dynamics of patent pricing.
Our paper uses singleton patent auction
price data of Ocean Tomo, LLC, a leading
intellectual capital merchant bank, to
analyse the effect of firm variables on patent
price. This exploratory study revealed thatpatents which were auctioned along with
their foreign rights got a higher price than
patents which only had US domestic rights.
The price of patents owned by small firms
increases if they include multi-country
filings. Earlier studies had found that due to
lack of multi-country filings, small firms
often have a low ‘private value’ for their
patents and indulging in foreign filings would
increase the ‘private’ value of the patents.
Our study reveals that with increased multi-
country filings, the ‘private’ value of patents
belonging to small firms have gone up.
Patents of small firms get cited more often
than patents of large firms revealing thatthey have higher ‘public value’. We find that
patents of individual inventors get a higher
price than patents owned by organisations
when both sets of patents do not have multi-
country filings. From our data, we
understand that organisations engage in
more multi-country filings than individual
inventors. The individual inventor may not
have sufficient resources to engage in multi-
country filing in order to maximise the
revenue generating potential of their
invention. However, we need more evidence
to generalise the effect of firm variables on
patent price. A larger representative data
would help in this regard.INTERVIEW
FINANCIAL RESOURCES OF THE MICROFINANCE SECTOR: SECURITISATION DEALS – ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
INTERVIEW WITH THE MFIS GRAMEEN KOOTA AND EQUITAS
M. JAYADEV and Rudra NARASIMHA RAOMicrofinance institutions (MFIs) cater to
the large number of individuals who are
denied access to the banking sector. The
early stage microfinance institutions (MFIs)
were nonprofit institutions. However, to
meet the increased asset size, MFIs were
projected as a profitable investment
opportunity to public and private equity
markets. To meet the expectations of
equity investors MFIs started charging very
high interest rates which left the rural
people burdened with debt. An alternateway of raising resources at moderate cost
is bilateral assignment and securitisation of
microfinance loans.
This paper discusses in detail, the financial
sources of MFIs in general and
securitisation deals in particular by
interviewing the senior executives of two
microfinance institutions – Equitas and
Grameen Koota. Currently the Indian
microfinance sector is in deep crisis with
mass defaults and many banks have
stopped their financial support to MFIs.Burdened with defaults many MFIs have
closed their operations. We argue that the
microfinance sector needs to be revived to
meet the broader goal of financial
inclusion. Banks and MFIs have to
collaborate with each other to meet this
objective. Banks have to encourage MFIs to
shift over to low cost finance either by
giving direct loans or through innovative
deals like securitisation. Commercial banks
have to leverage MFIs for their origination
and recovery capabilities in small loans.ROUND TABLE
MULTI GENERATIONS IN THE WORKFORCE: BUILDING COLLABORATION
Vasanthi SRINIVASANThe processes of globalisation and global
demographic change have ushered in several
changes in the work place which pose
challenges to organisations the world over. As
organisations now acknowledge the reality of
a multi generational workforce, their
processes and policies have to reflect the new
requirements, particularly the need to build
collaboration in the workforce. The roundtable article on ‘Multi generations in the
workforce: Building collaboration’
foregrounds this human resource concern by
reviewing the research on the subject,
particularly the conceptualisation of
‘generations’, raising issues that are of equal
concern to scholars and practitioners in the
field, and discussing the issues with a panel of
eminent practitioners and researchers.Generational studies have long been part of
the social sciences and scholars have
attempted to define generations and
distinguish their characteristics based on
birth years, age location, the socio-economic-
cultural environment and significant events in
the years of socialisation. However, most of
the research in the field has been conducted
in the US, the UK and Canada. While scholars
